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Abstract

In the field of AMS-RF testing, functional test is still the golden reference. What is measured is
what is sold, that is to say the performance metrics quoted on the datasheet. Unfortunately, measuring
performance can be very expensive for high-performance circuits, or impractical for embedded ones. In
the past decade, a technique called machine-learning indirect test has been proposed that consists in
learning the multidimensional relationship between some cheap measurements (the signatures) and the
performances metrics. This allows using the learned model to predict the performance despite measuring
only the signatures. However, this technique is valid only for parametric variations but not for spot defects
that are not related to the underlying stochastic variations of the fabrication process. Such spot defects
must thus be filtered. Attached to this document you will find a dataset from a particular case of study
that can be used for the purpose of building such robust defect filters.

1. The Case of Study

The case of study is a unity-gain differential amplifier with resistive feedback. Table 1 provides its
main performance characteristics measured under nominal process and temperature conditions.

For the sake of simplicity, we focus on the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) as the main perfor-
mance parameter.

For the signatures (also called features), we first consider the DC voltages obtained at the operating
point of 20 internal nodes of the amplifier with a common-mode voltage input and a nominal supply
voltage. In addition, we also measure the response of the amplifier to two step signals: one of small
amplitude (5% of the Full-Scale) and one of large amplitude (Full-Scale). The output is sampled at
three different time instants to evaluate the short, mid- and long-time settling. These settling errors are
obtained for a rising and for a falling step so 12 raw signatures are available. These are pre-processed to
compute the “differential” and the“common-mode” contributions for each time instant and amplitude.
Finally, additional signatures are computed that are meant to evaluate the non-linear part of the settling
error: If ers is the differential settling error for the small step and erl is the differential settling error for

TABLE 1. KEY ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE AMPLIFIER.

First Next

f3dB (2 pF load) 220 MHz

Full Scale 2 Vpp

THD (typical) 88.5 dB

SFDR (typical) 88.7 dB

Power 6.7 mW



the large step, then the non-linear settling error signature is erNL = erl−20×ers. This is computed for
the three time instants, giving a total of 15 signatures related to the settling behavior of the amplifier.

2. Data organization

In the attached compressed file, you will find a matlab data file that contains the data matrices. How-
ever, these matrices are also available in individual “.csv” files for compatibility with other processing
software.

The matrix data MCmismatch corresponds to a MonteCarlo simulation of the amplifier varying
only mismatch parameters.

The matrix data MCprocess corresponds to a MonteCarlo simulation of the amplifier varying only
process parameters.

And finally, the matrix data defect corresponds to a defect simulation. A list of 304 open and short
candidates were extracted form the netlist and simulated.

For these three matrices, the rows correspond to the amplifier instances (either MonteCarlo instances
or defective amplifiers). The 36 columns correspond to the signatures. The names are available in the
first row for the “.csv” files and in the names columns variable in the matlab file. As a summary, the
first column corresponds to the THD of the amplifier, the 20 following columns to the DC signatures
and the last 15 columns to the settling signatures.


